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CONS P EC TU S

T obuild on the last century's tremendous strides in understanding the workings of individual proteins in the test tube, we now
face the challenge of understanding how macromolecular machines, signaling pathways, and other biological networks

operate in the complex environment of the living cell. The fluorescent proteins (FPs) revolutionized our ability to study protein
function directly in the cell by enabling individual proteins to be selectively labeled through genetic encoding of a fluorescent tag.
Although FPs continue to be invaluable tools for cell biology, they show limitations in the face of the increasingly sophisticated
dynamic measurements of protein interactions now called for to unravel cellular mechanisms. Therefore, just as chemical methods
for selectively labeling proteins in the test tube significantly impacted in vitro biophysics in the last century, chemical tagging
technologies are now poised to provide a breakthrough to meet this century's challenge of understanding protein function in the
living cell.

With chemical tags, the protein of interest is attached to a polypeptide rather than an FP. The polypeptide is subsequently
modified with an organic fluorophore or another probe. The FlAsH peptide tag was first reported in 1998. Since then, more refined
protein tags, exemplified by the TMP- and SNAP-tag, have improved selectivity and enabled imaging of intracellular proteins with
high signal-to-noise ratios. Further improvement is still required to achieve direct incorporation of powerful fluorophores, but
enzyme-mediated chemical tags show promise for overcoming the difficulty of selectively labeling a short peptide tag.

In this Account, we focus on the development and application of chemical tags for studying protein function within living cells.
Thus, in our overview of different chemical tagging strategies and technologies, we emphasize the challenge of rendering the
labeling reaction sufficiently selective and the fluorophore probe sufficiently well behaved to image intracellular proteins with high
signal-to-noise ratios. We highlight recent applications in which the chemical tags have enabled sophisticated biophysical
measurements that would be difficult or even impossible with FPs. Finally, we conclude by looking forward to (i) the development
of high-photon-output chemical tags compatible with living cells to enable high-resolution imaging, (ii) the realization of the
potential of the chemical tags to significantly reduce tag size, and (iii) the exploitation of the modular chemical tag label to go
beyond fluorescent imaging.

Introduction
Chemical methods for site-specifically labeling proteins

with organic fluorophores and other biophysical probes

significantly impacted fundamental studies of proteins in

vitro in the last century. Evidence of the utility of these

chemical probes, chemical modification of purified proteins

for microinjection into cells, is still utilized today for live cell

imaging, despite the fact that microinjection is technically

demanding and damaging to the cell.1 The chemical probes

designed to react selectively with Cys and Lys residues that

are so effective at labeling purified proteins in vitro, how-

ever, simply do not provide the selectivity required to label

an individual protein of interest in the sea of proteins and

other reactive species present in the cell.
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A breakthrough for live cell imaging came with the

introduction of fluorescent proteins (FPs) in 1994 as selec-

tive, genetic protein tags.2,3 The original green fluorescent

protein (GFP) from A. victoria is a 238 amino acid protein,

which upon folding spontaneously forms a fluorescent

chromophore by rearrangement and oxidation of Ser, Tyr,

and Gly residues in the core of the 11-stranded β-barrel.4,5

Since these original reports, naturally occurring and engi-

neered FPs have been optimized for spectral variation,

increased brightness and other properties to provide a

wealth of reagents for cell biologists.6,7 FP tags are used

routinely to observe the timing and location of protein

expression in living cells, often providing significant me-

chanistic insight.4,6,8 However, FPs have limitations for

more sophisticated biophysical and mechanistic studies. As

∼30 kD proteins, FPs can disrupt the assembly, interaction,

or function of the labeled protein; FPs typically have broad

absorption and emission spectra, making it technically de-

manding tomonitor even just three different proteins simul-

taneously using multicolor imaging;7 FPs can suffer from

oligomerization and/or slow folding and chromophore ma-

turation; it is difficult to manipulate the fluorophore for

specialized properties since it is inherent to the sequence

of the FP; and significantly, none of the FPs can be compared

to the best organic fluorophores, much less nanoparticles or

other emerging chemical probes, in terms of photon output

(oftenmeasured as brightness and photostability), critical for

single-molecule resolution. Thus, chemical tags have been

developed to provide an alternative for labeling proteins

with chemical probes directly in living cells.

Protein Labeling via Chemical Tags
With chemical tags, rather than tagging the target protein

with an FP, the protein is taggedwith a polypeptide, which is

subsequently modified with an organic fluorophore. Tech-

nically, labeling a target protein with a chemical tag is very

similar to labeling with FPs: a plasmid encoding a fusion

between the target protein and polypeptide tag is con-

structed using standard molecular cloning techniques and

then introduced into the desired cell. The transfected cells

are briefly incubated with the organic fluorophore, which

diffuses into cells and is then specifically bound by or

conjugated to the polypeptide tag. Thus, chemical tags

retain the specificity of protein labeling achieved with FPs

through genetic encoding but provide smaller, more robust

tags and modular use of organic fluorophores with high

photon-output and tailored functionalities.

The first report of a chemical surrogate to FPs for labeling

proteins with organic fluorophores in living cells was FlAsH

from Tsien and co-workers in 1998.9 In design, FlAsH is the

ideal chemical tag, a short 15 amino acid polypeptide tag

with a tetracysteine core (CCXXCC) that is covalently labeled

with a fluorogenic bisarsenical fluorescein ligand whose

fluorescence increases upon binding to the polypeptide

FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of representative example technologies of different strategies for selectively labeling proteins in living cells. (A) The
FlAsH tag features a short peptide with a tetracysteine core that directly binds bisarsenical fluorogens. (B) The eDHFR/TMP labeling strategy is based
on noncovalent, high-affinity binding of TMP-probe heterodimers by the protein eDHFR. (C) In the SNAP-tag, the enzyme hAGT utilizes a guanine-
probe heterodimer as a suicide substrate. (D) Biotin ligase enzymatically modifies a short peptide tag with a biotin analogue, which then reacts with
the probe in a second step.
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tag (Figure 1A). To date, a number of bisarsenical fluoro-

phores and corresponding tetracysteine (TC) tags have been

reported,10�12 among which the original green-fluorescent

FlAsH and the red-fluorescent ReAsH are most frequently

utilized. Despite its elegant design, the FlAsH technology

suffers practically from nonspecific labeling of thiol-rich

biomolecules in the cell and toxicity of the bisarsenical

ligands and labeling conditions.13 Nonetheless, benefiting

from its small size, FlAsH often is the only viable tag for

labeling proteins or complexes impaired by the∼250 amino

acid FPs and is widely reported and has enabled many

experiments not otherwise possible.14

Protein-Based Chemical Tags. To overcome the selec-

tivity limitations of a short peptide tag, protein-based che-

mical tagswere introduced that allowed the target protein to

be tagged with a protein receptor or enzyme, which can be

subsequently labeled with a cell-permeable organic ligand-

or substrate-probe heterodimer. There are several critical

design issues for these protein receptor�ligand or enzyme�
substrate tags. One, and perhaps most importantly, the

organic fluorophore ligand or substrate must be readily

cell-permeable and not binding nonspecifically to endogen-

ous proteins or other biomolecules or, equally important but

perhaps less appreciated, otherwise partitioning to particu-

lar organelleswithin the cell. Two, the synthesis of the ligand

or substrate derivatives should be straightforward andmini-

mally disruptive to the receptor binding or enzyme function.

Three, the protein receptor or enzyme should be small,

monomeric, and well behaved for minimal perturbation of

the biological pathway being studied. Fourth, the labeling

reaction between the protein tag and the ligand/substrate-

probe should be rapid and near quantitative. To date, the

advantage of protein tags over other chemical tags is that

they are sufficiently selective and efficient to enable intra-

cellular proteins to be imaged with high signal-to-noise.

In collaborationwith the Sheetz group, our laboratory has

exploited the high-affinity interaction between dihydrofo-

late reductase (DHFR) and folate analogues to label proteins

in living cells. Briefly, we tag the target protein with E. coli

DHFR (eDHFR). Because eDHFR binds trimpethoprim (TMP)

with high affinity (1 nM KD) and selectivity (affinities for

mammalian DHFRs are KD > 1 μM), the eDHFR tag can then

be labeled with near stoichiometric concentrations of TMP-

probe heterodimers that bind to eDHFR noncovalently with

a dissociation half-life of tens of minutes (Figure 1B).19,30,31

Consistent with TMP's use therapeutically as an antibiotic,

the TMP-probe heterodimers have excellent cell permeabil-

ity and solubility properties. As anticipated based on

high-resolution structural and structure�activity relation-

ship data, commercially available TMP can be modified at

the para-methoxy position with only minor perturbation of

high-affinity binding to eDHFR, making the synthesis of

TMP-probe labels very straightforward. As a 159 amino acid,

monomeric, well-behaved protein, eDHFR is about two-

thirds the size of FPs, does not suffer from oligomerization

and expression problems, folds rapidly, and circumvents the

issue of chromophore maturation half-life.32,33 Among che-

mical tags, the TMP-tag stands out for enabling the imaging

of intracellular proteins with high resolution in living cells.

Our efforts to image individual proteins in the focal

adhesion complex in mammalian cells using the TMP-tag

taught us that the key performance issue for the tag is not so

much the cell-permeability of the TMP-probe label, but really

the solubility of the TMP-probe label once it is inside the cell.

Significantly, through optimization of protecting groups and

linkers, we obtained TMP-fluorophore labels that exhibited

minimal nonspecific partitioning to lipid-rich cellular com-

partments and could thus be utilized to image more dilute,

rapidly diffusing cytoplasmic proteins with high signal-to-

noise.19 The palette of TMP-fluorophores able to image

intracellular proteins has been expanded from fluorescein-

based green and red dyes to include a far-red photoswitch-

ing Atto-655, a two-photon fluorophore BC575, and lantha-

nide probes.20,34,35 Important for adoption by cell bio-

logists and biophysicists (i.e., laboratories not specializing in

organic synthesis), the TMP-tag is commercially available

from Active Motif as LigandLink.

Remarkably, the TMP-tag now has also been rendered

covalent by installing a unique Cys residue on eDHFR in

position to react with a latent acrylamide electrophile added

to the TMP-probe molecule via a classic proximity-induced

Michael addition.36 While under optimization, already this

first-generation covalent TMP-tag undergoes rapid, quatita-

tive covalent labeling (in vitro t1/2 ∼ 50 min) and enables

imaging of nuclear-localized eDHFR in liveNIH3T3 cells. This

work demonstrates that an advantage to a chemical tag

based on high-affinity binding is that it does not require the

high concentration of ligand�probe conjugate necessary

with enzyme-based chemical tags, where KM's typically

range from micromolar to millimolar, leading to high back-

ground noise from unbound fluorophore and necessitating

extensive washing steps.29,37

An alternative strategy to protein-based chemical tags,

the “SNAP-tag” utilizes O6-modified guanine-fluorophore

heterodimers to covalently label proteins fused to human

O6-alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase (hAGT), a 20 kD,
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monomeric DNA repair protein that naturally dealkylates

O6-alkylated guanine residues in damaged DNA by a

single turnover alkylation of an active-site Cys residue

(Figure 1C).37 A fast-reacting SNAP-tag variant has been

engineered to minimize background labeling of endogen-

ous mammalian AGT.38 Impressively, an orthogonal AGT

variant that selectively uses cytosine fluorophores as sub-

strates, called CLIP-tag, has been evolved, although it will

require further optimization to be as robust as the SNAP-

tag.37,39 A wide range of SNAP- and CILP-fluorophores are

commercially available from New England Biolabs, and a

subset of these have been confirmed to work inside living

cells (Table 1). Likewise, Promega has developed a covalent

chemical tag based on the reaction of an engineered dehalo-

genase enzymewith a suicide substrate, “HaloTag”,26,28 which

hasbeenshown tobeauseful tag invitro, but reports indicate it

may suffer efficiency and selectivity issues inside cells.40

New protein-based chemical tags continue to be intro-

duced, but most of these are yet to be sufficiently vetted,

particularly for the demanding task of labeling proteins

intracellularly, to judge their practical performance at this

time. These tags include a cutinase variant that reacts with a

suicide substrate;41 a fluorogenic tag in which a β-lactamase

variant displaces a quencher from a cephem suicide

substrate;42,43 andanoncovalent tagwhere synthetic ligand

of FK506 (SLF) binds to FKBP12:F36 V.44

Peptide-Based Chemical Tags.With chemical tagging, it

should be possible to replace protein tags, which can inter-

fere with protein interactions and pathway function, with

very short peptide tags. The challenge for the field now is to

devise conceptually new strategies for chemicallymodifying

short peptides with fluorophores that overcome current

limitations in the selectivity with which a short peptide tag

can be recognized over the many other reactive molecules

present in a living cell.

The Ting laboratory has pioneered the re-engineering of

natural enzymes that modify short peptides with organic

molecules to fluorophore labeling.45 The most advanced of

these chemical tags, the E. coli biotin ligase (BirA) enzyme,

whose natural function is biotinylation of proteins contain-

ing a peptide recognition motif, is used to label a 15 amino

acid peptide tag with a biotin analogue, which is subse-

quentlymodifiedwith a fluorophore (Figure 1D).45,46 Todate

BirA has resisted more dramatic modification to enable

direct incorporation of a biotin�fluorophore conjugate. In-

tracellular protein labeling, therefore, is still difficult because

the second reaction between the biotin analogue and the

fluorophore is slow and incompletely selective at the micro-

molar concentrations typical in the cell. An exciting recent

advance for the potential it illustrates, a lipoic acid ligase

variant was evolved to use a coumarin derivative directly,

although coumarin itself is not an ideal fluorophore for live

cell imaging.

A variety of enzyme-mediated peptide tags have now

been reported, including the acyl-carrier protein (ACP)-based

tagmodified by phosphopantetheine transferase (PPTase);47

the 6-amino acid peptide modified by sortase;48,49 and the

formylglycine-generating enzyme-based tag reported by

Bertozzi et al.50 To date, all of these aforementioned peptide

tags have only been demonstrated to work on the cell

surface.

Beyond enzyme-mediated peptide tags, other clever

approaches to short peptide tags are being explored. Similar

to the FlAsH tag, a tetraserine peptide tagwas demonstrated

to bind a fluorogenic bis-boronic acid derivative.51 In a very

recent report, Chang and co-workers developed a peptide

tag that undergoes a Michael addition with a BODIPY

fluorophore.52 Inspired by the popular polyhistidine tag for

protein purification, various metal-chelating peptides have

been adapted for protein labeling.53�57 In an interesting

TABLE 1. Chemical Tags and Corresponding Fluorophores Used to Image Functional Proteins Inside Living Mammalian Cells

chemical tag fluorophore target protein ref

FlAsH; ReAsH Fluorescein; Oxazine Cx43; R-tubulin; Cytochrome c; β-actin 14�17

TMP-tag Fluorescein MLC 18, 19
Hexachlorofluorescein MLCK; R-tubulin 19
Atto655 H2B 20

SNAP-tag Tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) CENA; MAP2; Vimentin; Cx43 21�23
Atto633 STAT5b 24
Fluorescein R-tubulin; γ-tubulin 25
Peroxy-Green NK1R; H2B 26
Quenched Fluorescein (Q-Fl) MEK1; FRB protein 27

HaloTag TMR p65, IκBR 28

Coumarin ligase Coumarin β-actin, Vimentin; MAP2 29
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approach, Nolan and co-workers evolved a 38-amino acid

peptide that binds the Texas red fluorophore with high

affinity.58 A N-terminal Cys residue generated in vivo with

a sequence-specific protease has been labeled with thioe-

sters, analogous to native chemical ligation.59 Although

these different strategies are at an early stage of develop-

ment, they illustrate the creativity with which chemistry can

be exploited in a living cell, making a significant impact not

only for live cell imaging, but more broadly for synthetic

biology.

Application of Chemical Tags
The chemical tags have come of age, and the measure of

their value is now their ability to enable experiments in

living cells that are difficult or not otherwise possible with

FPs. Because the best organic fluorophores emit about 10

times asmany photons as their FP counterparts,60,61 there is

intense interest in exploiting chemical tags for single-mole-

cule imaging in living cells. Moreover, with their modular

design, chemical tags are not limited to fluorescent labeling

and can be creatively co-opted as useful tools for a variety of

applications in living cells, and also in vitro. Here we high-

light just a fewof thenumerous applications of chemical tags

to outstanding questions of biological mechanism that

illustrate some of the different unique capabilities of chemi-

cal tags.

High-Resolution Imaging Enabled by Chemical Tags. In

very recent results, our TMP-tag has been exploited in

combination with the SNAP-tag to enable single-molecule

imaging of the spliceosome in yeast cell extracts (Figure 2),

an experiment not possible with the lower photon-output

FPs.62 Despite intense interest in understanding the mecha-

nism by which pre-mRNAs are correctly spliced to mature

mRNAs, the splicoesome is difficult to study because it is a

complex 2-3 MDmachinery of protein and RNA and cannot

be reconstituted in vitro from purified components. The

TMP- and SNAP-tags allowed pairs of the small nuclear

ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) components of the spliceosome

to be labeled directly in cell extracts with high photon-output

dyesand imagedas theyassembledon individual pre-mRNAs.

The next advance will be to have 2-3 orthogonal, high

photon-output chemical tags enabling single-molecule imag-

ing inside cells (the cyaninedyes employed in thiswork require

a deoxygenated environment).

Likewise, the high photon-output chemical tags are be-

ginning to impact “super-resolution” (SR) imaging technolo-

gies that break the diffraction barrier to allow fluorescence

imaging at the nanometer length scale of natural proteins

(Figure 3).63�65 Stochastic SR imaging technologies includ-

ing PALM (photoactivatable localization microscopy) and

STORM (stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy) hinge

on photoswitchable fluorophores with high photon-output

that enable the locations of subsets of the total fluorophore

population to be determined precisely over time. Until

recently, SR imaging has typically relied on either photo-

activatable FPs, which have limited photon-output and pal-

letes, or antibodies conjugated with organic fluorophores,

which offer higher resolution andmanymore colors, but are

incompatible with live cells. Chemical tags have the poten-

tial to combine the advantages of these two contrasting

labeling methodologies; they are genetically encoded and

thus compatible with live cells, and they are modular and

FIGURE 2. Experimental setup and representative single-molecule trace of pre-mRNA splicing in yeast cell extracts imaged with chemical tags,
providing a uniqueway to access the dynamicmechanismof pre-mRNA splicing. (A) Pre-mRNA labeledwith Alexa488 is immobilized on a glass slide.
Pairs of the snRNP complexes that make up the spliceosome, shown here U1 and U2, are genetically encoded in fusion with eDHFR and hAGT,
respectively, allowing for orthogonal labeling with TMP-Cy5 and SNAP-DY549 in yeast cell extract. (B) The arrival and departure of each snRNP
complex is visualized as the appearance anddisappearance of fluorescence signal above the baseline. The delaybetweenU1binding andU2binding
provided direct evidence that assembly of the spliceosomal components is a highly ordered process and, surprisingly, the single-molecule traces also
showed the association and disassociation of each component is highly dynamic.
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thus allow use of photoswitchable high photon-output or-

ganic fluorophores.20,66,67 Bringing this potential to reality,

this past year, building on the discovery by Sauer et al. that

the reducing environment of the cell catalyzes reversible

photoswitching of high photon-output Atto organic fluoro-

phores at time scales well suited for direct STORM (dSTORM)

maging,68 we demonstrated dynamic dSTORM imaging

of H2B labeled with TMP-Atto-655.20 Significantly, we

achieved exceptional spatial (∼20 nm) and temporal (∼10 s)

resolutions, which are not possible with FPs.

Themes and Variations on Cell Imaging with Chemical

Tags. Unlike FPs, chemical tags are not limited to traditional

fluorescent imaging. For example, in a creative adaptationof

classic pulse-chase labeling, the FlAsH tag was exploited for

correlative fluorescence and electronmicroscopy (EM) of the

assembly of connexin43 (Cx43) to form gap junctions be-

tween cells (Figure 4). Cx43 is a small protein forming tightly

packed oligomers at gap junctions on the plasma mem-

brane. TaggedCx43was labeledwith FlAsH (pulse) and, after

a period of time, ReAsH (chase). Fluorescence and EM

unequivocally showed, for the first time, that nascent

Cx43s are added to the periphery of the gap junction

plaque.14

Enzyme-mediated peptide tags have been reinvented as

unique reporters of endocytosis. To monitor the internaliza-

tion of cell surface receptors, it is necessary to differentially

label receptors on the cell surface and those internalized into

the cell, which is difficult with FPs. Using chemical tags,

however, the receptors on the cell surface can be selectively

labeled with fluorophores that are not cell permeable and

subsequently quenched if they are on the cell surface, in

order to detect internalized receptors. The biotin ligase

(BirA)/streptavidin labeling technology has been applied to

image the endocytosis of low density lipoprotein (LDL) re-

ceptor, showing that LDL receptors are internalized as oligo-

mers in the presence and absence of LDL ligand (Figure 5).69

There seems to be no limit to the creative extensions of

chemical tags. The TMP-tag, SNAP-tag, and FlAsH-tag all

have been exploited for chromophore assisted laser inacti-

vation (CALI), in which the target protein is selectively

FIGURE 3. Super-resolution dSTORM imaging of histone protein 2B
(H2B) using TMP-tag. (A) In conventional confocal microscopy, the
resolution set by the diffraction limit of light is ∼200 nm, and thus
individual protein molecules cannot be resolved. In PALM/STORM,
small percentages of the total population of fluorophores are randomly
photoactivated over time, allowing all individual fluorophores to be
localized to resolutions of ∼20 nm from the Gaussian fits of their point
spread functions. (B) Total internal reflection fluorescence image of
TMP-Atto655 tagged H2B in the nucleus of living HeLa cells and (C)
corresponding dSTORM image with improved resolution. The ex-
panded views and cross-sectional profiles (D, E) demonstrate superior
resolution well below the diffraction barrier. Adjacent histone proteins
separated by ∼100 nm are clearly resolved.

FIGURE 4. Pulse-chase labeling of Cx43 with FlAsH and ReAsH and
correlative fluorescence and EM images. Oligomers of Cx43 form gap
junctions on plasma membranes through which metabolites and sig-
nalingmolecules are exchanged between cells. Tetracysteine tags have
enabled pulse-chase experiments to observe the dynamic assembly
and turnover of junctional plaque with minimal disturbance on Cx43
structure and function. (A) Cellular Cx43 is first “pulsed” with green-
fluorescent FlAsH tag, and then the nascent Cx43 is “chased” with red-
fluorescent ReAsH tag. (B) Nascent Cx43s are observed to be added to
the periphery of the junctional plaque, indicated by the arrows. (C)
Correlative EM shows high-resolution image of Cx3 juncitional plaque
(indicated by arrow) in the context of other subcellular structures. (B, C
courtesy of R.Y. Tsien.)
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inactivated by locally damaging reactive oxygen species

released by the fluorophore upon irradiation;18,25,70 The

SNAP- andCLIP-tags have been used in conjunction to detect

protein�protein interactions;71 and a variant of the tetra-

cysteine-FlAsH-tag has been designed to read out protein

folding and association.72 Arguably, chemical tags are all

“chemical inducers of dimerization” (CIDs) just applied spe-

cifically to fluorescent imaging, and thus, the corollary of this

argument is that chemical tags can be utilized as CIDs for a

myriad of applications.73

Chemical Tags Are Biotin/Streptavidin Surrogates for

in Vitro Applications.While this Account focuses on live cell

imaging, it should be noted that the chemical tags also can

be viewed as a modern equivalent to biotin/streptavidin for

in vitro engineering, with the benefits of being monomeric,

possibly covalent, and more readily reversible.28 Already

chemical tags (notably HaloTag) have been utilized as ortho-

gonal alternatives to biotin/streptavidin for proteinpurification

and immobilization; labeling proteins in sensitive macromole-

cular complexes; and, in materials chemistry, for surface

patterning, although a comprehensive survey on these in vitro

applications is beyond the scope of this Account.74

FutureDevelopment of the Chemical Tagging
Technology
As the chemical tagging technology transitions fromaproof-

of-principle stage to widespread adoption by cell biologists

and biophysicists interested in studying protein function in

the complex environment of the cell, there is an immediate

need for multiple orthogonal chemical tags for multicolor

imaging in living cells. Perhaps surprisingly, given that new

chemical tags are now regularly reported in the literature,

the field still needs additional chemical tags that are suffi-

ciently selective for intracellular protein labeling. Moreover,

while virtually any known fluorophore can be conjugated to

the now large repertoire of chemical tags; there are still very

few reports of high photon-output fluorophore tags that

work inside the cell.

Another important advance will be the realization of the

potential of chemical tags to dramatically decrease tag size.

There are tantalizing recent results showing that it will be

possible to render the existing enzyme-mediated peptide

tags functional inside living cells. In our opinion, unnatural

amino acid mutagenesis has the potential to provide a

breakthrough with direct incorporation of organic fluoro-

phores as amino acid side chains, although this advance will

require (1) expanding the substrate specificity of the transla-

tional machinery for incorporation of the high photon-

output, red-shifted organic fluorophores and (2) overcoming

ubiquitous incorporation of the fluorescent amino acid in

response to the numerous stop codons present in the

transcriptome.

Finally, while chemical tags offer advantages for fluores-

cence imaging over FPs with modular incorporation of

fluorophores with higher photon-output and specialized

properties such as photoswitching, the potential of these

modular tags for introducing probes beyond fluorophores is

surprisingly largely unexplored. It will be exciting to see if

chemists are able to exploit these modular tags in the

coming decade to invent entirely new spectroscopies to

meet the challenge of understanding biological mechanism

in the context of the living cell.

FIGURE 5. Cartoon and live cell imaging of the BirA-based peptide tag used to visualize internalization of low density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors. (A)
LDL receptors are fused to biotin acceptor peptide (AP) and are expressed both inside and on the surface of the cell. Only cell surface receptors can be
labeled with Alexa568 viamonomerized streptavidin (mSA), which is not cell-permeable. After endocytosis, cell surface receptors are quenchedwith
QSY quencher, such that internalized receptors can be selectively visualized. (B) Fluorescence images of cells immediately before and after surface
fluorescence quenching (þQSY). With no incubation to allow for endocytosis, very few internalized receptors are detected. (C) With 5min incubation
at 37 �C, some LDL receptors are internalized and thus protected from QSY quenching. (B, C courtesy of A.Y. Ting.)
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